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Introduction
From the first look to the last drool, Lesbians Elite delivers luscious clam lickers doing what they do
best. Each other! If lipstick lesbians are your cup of tea, you won't be disappointed with this selection of
naughty hotties.

Adult Review
Lesbians Elite uses a sleek design with clearly marked links that are easy to follow so even internet newbies will have no
problem finding their way around. You'll be presented with the most recently added muff-munching movies, the top rated
lesbian movie on the site, the most viewed movie and a teaser pic of the next upcoming snatch-slurping scene all on the
members area homepage.
  
  Inside you get 45 quality videos which can be viewed in Flash or downloaded in a nice sharp 720x540 format. Lesbians
Elite also offers 1000s of bonus lesbian videos touted on the main site tour but they aren't as high quality as the exclusive
scenes on Lesbian Elite, so if you are joining it's really or the top shelf elite lesbian porn scenes more than the bulk bonus
dyke content.
  
  It would have been nice to have new windows or browser tabs open up when clicking on links that take you off the site. As
it is now you have to either use your browsers back button or log in again to get back to the Members area.
  
  The Tongue would also have liked to see more hot and nasty lesbian photo sets. Not every movie has pics, but the ones that
do present them in high resolution with a slide-show option for those that want to keep both hands free while viewing.
  
  Though low on pics this site does deliver the extra goodies with access to 29 additional sites as shown on the Included Sites
list to the right side of this review, along with extra movies, video feeds on demand and chat rooms. Enough gooey lesbian
action to keep you stuck on the site for at least a full month.
  
  There are several scenes that feature more than two but sexy lesbos at a time, three tantalizing twat-lickers grouped together
and this site even delivers a few chuckles with some behind the scenes hilarity as well. Best of all, movies can be downloaded
as full movies or in segments to grab only the parts you really want to save.
  
  As usual, Lesbians Elite offers a trial but it's limited access so do your dick a favor and go with the full monthly membership
if you do sign-up, that way you won't be missing out on anything.

Porn Summary
Toys, tongues, feminine fingers dripping with pussy juice. Snatch-licking and beautiful women are what you get when you
access Lesbians Elite. It's not for picture lovers but if you want a good mix of exclusive and non-exclusive smokin' hot
chicks, click the Free Preview and see if these sluts have what it takes to hold your attention.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These Elite Lesbians are professional vagina lovers'
Quality: 84  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 81 Interface: 86
Support: 80 Unique: 77    Taste: 80        Final: 81

Porn Sites Included
Desperate Popstars (82) ,Ultimate Anal Movies (82) 
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Porn Niches
Euro, Exclusive, Group Sex, Hardcore, Lesbian

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $36.50 Preview: 3 Days for $2.91 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 45
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